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Abstract
Coordinated multi-robot systems (MRS) have been successfully demonstrated in a variety of task domains. However,
the design of these systems is typically ad hoc and centered around resource-intensive trial-and-error design processes. To
fully exploit the power and potentials of MRS, the community is in need of additional principled design methodologies.
In this paper, we present an overview of our ongoing work on three different principled methodologies, each of which
addresses a different type of MRS, based on the scale of the system or mechanisms by which coordination is achieved.
First, we present a formal study and analysis of task allocation in MRS, including a domain-independent taxonomy of
multi-robot task allocation (MRTA) problems. Second, we present a principled controller design methodology for MRS
executing sequential tasks. This design methodology provides a formal framework which serves as the foundation for an
integrated set of systematic MRS controller synthesis and analysis methods. Third, we discuss the application of a formal
analytical approach to the study of large-scale MRS motivated by work from the physics community. Through the use of
principled methods such as these, we hope to provide a formal footing for the design of MRS.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The study of multi-robot systems (MRS) has grown significantly in recent years. This is not surprising as continually
improving technology has made the deployment of MRS consisting of increasingly larger numbers of robots possible.
Task domains well-suited to multi-robot solutions are expanding. With the growing interest in MRS comes the expectation
that, at least in some important respects, multiple robots will be superior to a single robot in achieving a given task.
Potential advantages of MRS over a single robot system (SRS) are frequently discussed in the literature. For example,
total system cost, it is frequently claimed, may be reduced in many domains by utilizing multiple simple and cheap robots
as opposed to a single complex and expensive robot. The inherent complexity of some task environments may require
the use of multiple robots as the necessary capabilities are too substantial to be met by a single robot. Furthermore,
multiple robots are often claimed to increase system efficiency, robustness, and flexibility by taking advantage of inherent
parallelism and redundancy.
Our work focuses on distributed MRS, a class of MRS in which each robot can potentially communicate with other
robots, but each robot ultimately operates independently under local sensing and control, with coordinated system-level
behavior arising from local interactions among the robots and between the robots and the task environment. Distributed
MRS comprise an important subset of possible MRS designs and are frequently studied in the literature. Distributed
solutions are typically more likely to scale to large numbers of robots and provide more robust performance as compared
to more centralized designs, which are more likely to have communication and computational bottlenecks. In this paper
we address the design of distributed MRS.
Utilization of distributed MRS poses potential disadvantages and additional challenges that must be addressed. A
poorly designed MRS, with individual robots working toward opposing goals, can be less effective than an appropriately
designed SRS. In most domains just taking a suitable SRS design and scaling it up to multiple robots is not adequate.
Designing a MRS is in many important respects a different paradigm than designing a SRS and, as such, requires new
types of design tools and methodologies. A paramount challenge that must be directly addressed in the design of effective
MRS is managing the complexity introduced by multiple, interacting robots.
A. Coordination in Multi-Robot Systems
In order to maximize the effectiveness of a MRS, the robots’ actions must be spatio-temporally coordinated and directed
towards the achievement of a given system-level task. Just having robots interact is generally not sufficient in itself to
produce interesting or practical system-level coordinated behavior. The design of MRS can be quite challenging because
unexpected system-level behaviors may emerge due to unanticipated ramifications of the robots’ local interactions. In
order for the interacting robots to produce coherent task-directed behavior there must be some overarching coordination
mechanism that spatio-temporally organizes the interactions in a manner appropriate to the task.
The design of such coordination mechanisms can be difficult; nonetheless, many elegant hand-crafted distributed MRS
have been demonstrated, both in simulation and on physical robots [6, 13]. The methods by which these systems have
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achieved task-directed coordination are diverse and the possibilities are seemingly limited only by the ingenuity of the
designer. From a few robots performing a manipulation task [4, 18], to tens of robots exploring a large indoor area [24, 31],
to potentially thousands of ecosystem monitoring nano-robots [39, 43], as the number of robots in the system increases,
so does the necessity and importance of coordination.
An often used and important spectrum to classify coordination is that of explicit vs. implicit coordination. An
explicit coordination mechanism is one in which the robots’ interactions involve explicit task-directed communications
or negotiations about global resource usage or task assignments in order to achieve coordinated behavior. One such
mechanism, for example, is market-based coordination in which auctions are used to continuously assign tasks to
robots [9, 18]. In this approach, individual robots competitively bid for tasks which they must either complete or report
as a broken contract.
An implicit coordination mechanism is one in which each robot operates under local sensing and control and coordinated
system-level behavior arises from local robot-robot and robot-world interactions without an explicit notion of task-directed
communication or negotiation. For example, one such mechanism for achieving coordination through local interactions
is stigmergy [3, 23]. In this approach, communication is mediated through task-related changes in the environment rather
than through explicit communication [33].
Admittedly, the distinction between explicit and implicit coordination is not crisp. It represents a continuous spectrum
and rarely does a given coordination mechanism(s) fall cleanly at one end of the spectrum or the other. Nonetheless, it
is a useful spectrum by which to compare and contrast different approaches to coordination.
At this time, it is still an open and energetically debated issue as to the relative merit of explicit and implicit coordination.
MRS coordinated by explicit mechanisms are typically able to achieve closer to optimal task performance and are more
amenable to formal analysis. In many instances, however, they are not flexible or robust to individual robot failure and,
due to computational and communication complexity, do not scale well to large group sizes. On the other hand, implicit
mechanisms are generally more robust and are often times most useful in MRS composed of a large number of robots;
however, implicitly coordinated MRS are typically more difficult to formally analyze and the task performance can be
less optimal than an explicitly coordinated alternative.
Unfortunately, the design of distributed MRS remains more of an art than a science. A MRS designer is equipped
with few formal and general tools or methodologies to systematically and objectively evaluate the relative merits of
different design options in order to make principled design decisions. Current design methodologies are frequently driven
by informal and undocumented expert knowledge and, in the worst cases, they are driven by resource-intensive trial-anderror processes. Available design methodologies are typically task-specific and are infrequently accompanied by formal
analysis of the expected system performance or domains of applicability. Furthermore, formal explanations are rarely
provided to justify the superiority of the resulting system design relative to possible alternatives.
B. Formalizing Multi-Robot Systems
The design of coordination mechanisms for MRS has proved to be a difficult problem. In the last decade the design of a
variety of such mechanisms over a wide range of task domains has been studied [12, 6]. Although the literature highlights
some elegant solutions, they are generally domain-specific and provide only indirect insight into important questions,
such as how appropriate a given coordination mechanism is for a particular domain, what performance characteristics
should one expect from it, how it is related to other coordination mechanisms, and how can one modify it to improve
system performance. These questions must be answered in a formal way before one can quickly and efficiently produce
an effective MRS for a new task domain.
To more fully utilize the power and potentials of MRS and to move the design process closer to a science, the community
must have at its disposal principled design tools and methodologies. Such tools and methodologies will provide a solid
foundation about which to construct increasingly capable, robust, and efficient MRS. While it is unrealistic to expect a
completely general methodology, we present a summary of our research directed toward the development of a collection
of compatible and principled MRS design methodologies. Three methodologies are presented, each of of which focuses
on MRS at a different location along the implicit vs. explicit coordination spectrum, as shown in Figure 1.
First, in Section II, we discuss work on a formal study of multi-robot task allocation. This work includes a domainindependent taxonomy of multi-robot task allocation (MRTA) problems and shows how many such problems can be viewed
as instances of other, well-studied, optimization problems. Such a study provides formal knowledge on which to influence
design decisions in multi-robot task allocation domains, including insight as to communication and computational
complexity of different approaches. This approach to coordination in MRS falls toward the explicit end of the coordination
spectrum as robots are intentionally performing task-related negotiations to allocate robots to available tasks.
Next, in Section III, we present a principled controller design methodology for distributed homogeneous MRS performing sequential tasks. The design methodology provides a formal framework which serves as the foundation for an
integrated set of systematic MRS controller synthesis and analysis methods. The integrated nature of the synthesis and
analysis enables controller optimization based on a desired performance metric. We place this design methodology to
the implicit side of the center of the coordination spectrum. The methodology allows the use of robots which maintain
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Fig. 1. Placement of the 3 design methodologies along the explicit vs. implicit coordination spectrum, according to the types of MRS on which they
focus.

internal state and communication; however, the communication is quite simple and is does not involve task-directed
negotiation.
In Section IV we discuss the problems associated with very large numbers of robots and why addressing these challenges
may lead to better understanding of coordination. We outline ongoing work in this direction that makes use of a class
of simple interaction dynamics that permits the application of analytical approaches originally developed in the physics
community. The discussion aims to show that although there are currently no operational systems of this sort, they will
likely require unique formal methods. We place this methodology toward the implicit end of the coordination spectrum
as the group size is very large and all interactions are local.
II. F ORMAL A NALYSIS

OF

M ULTI -ROBOT TASK A LLOCATION

In this section we present a formal approach to the study of multi-robot task allocation (MRTA). As MRS are now
becoming considered as feasible, and even desirable, solutions in many problem domains, MRTA has become a key
area of study. An implicit questions that is addressed by all MRS coordination mechanisms, in one way or another,
is ‘which robot should execute which task?’. This question is at the core of the MRTA problem. Explicit coordination
mechanisms usually address this question directly through intentional communication or negotiation between the robots.
Implicit coordination mechanisms usually address this question in an indirect manner, with the assignment of robots
to tasks occurring due to local interactions and emergent effects. To date, there exist empirically validated methods
that are primarily ad hoc, but there is relatively little work in the development of formal approaches to MRTA. Some
MRTA architectures have been demonstrated, but there are only limited formal attempts to evaluate or compare these
architectures, either analytically or empirically.
Next, we present a particular taxonomy for studying MRTA, based on organizational theory from several fields,
including operations research, economics, scheduling, network flows, and combinatorial optimization. We demonstrate
how this taxonomy can be used to analyze and classify MRTA problems, and evaluate and compare proposed solutions.
In this paper, we just give a brief overview of this work. Additional details on the methods and results can be found
in [17, 19, 20].
A. MRTA Taxonomy
We propose a taxonomy of MRTA problems based on the three axes listed below. In Gerkey and Matarić [19], we
used this taxonomy of MRTA problems to analyze and classify important MRTA problems and evaluate and compare
proposed solutions.
- single-task robots (ST) vs. multi-task robots (MT)
ST means that each robot is capable of executing at most one task at a time. MT means that some robots can
execute multiple tasks simultaneously.
- single-robot tasks (SR) vs. multi-robot tasks (MR)
SR means that each task requires exactly one robot to achieve it. MR means that some tasks can require multiple
robots.
- instantaneous assignment (IA) vs. time-extended assignment (TA)
IA means that the available information concerning the robots, the tasks, and the environment permits only an
instantaneous allocation of tasks to robots, with no planning for future allocations. TA means that more information
is available, such as the set of all tasks that will need to be assigned, or a model of how tasks are expected to arrive
over time.
We denote a particular MRTA problem by a triple of two-letter abbreviations drawn from this list. For example, a
problem in which multi-robot tasks must be allocated once to single-task robots is designated ST-MR-IA.
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Name
ALLIANCE
[37]
BLE
[42]
M+
[5]

Computation
/ iteration
O(mn)

Communication
/ iteration
O(m)

O(mn)

O(mn)

Solution
quality
at least
2-competitive
2-competitive

O(mn)

O(mn)

2-competitive

TABLE I
Summary of selected iterated assignment architectures for MRTA. Shown here for each architecture are the computational and communication
requirements, as well as solution quality.

Name
M URDOCH
[18]
First-price auctions
[8]
Dynamic role assignment
[7]

Computation
/ task
O(1) / bidder
O(m) / auctioneer
O(1) / bidder
O(m) / auctioneer
O(1) / bidder
O(m) / auctioneer

Communication
/ task
O(m)

Solution
quality
3-competitive

O(m)

at least
3-competitive
at least
3-competitive

O(m)

TABLE II
Summary of selected online assignment architectures for MRTA. Shown here for each architecture are the computational and communication
requirements, as well as solution quality.

The intent of this taxonomy is to show how various MRTA problems can be positioned in the resulting problem space
and to explain how organizational theory relates to those problems and to proposed robotics solutions. For example,
in [20] we shown how ST-SR-IA problems are actually an instance of the Optimal Assignment Problem Gale [16], how
ST-SR-TA problems are ones requiring the building of a time-extended schedule of tasks for each robot and minimizing
total weighted cost, and how ST-MR-IA problems are studied in other domains and referred to as coalition formation [40].
In some cases, it will be possible to construct provably optimal solutions, while in others only approximate solutions
are available. There are also some difficult MRTA problems for which there do not currently exist good approximations.
When designing a MRS, it is essential to understand what kind of task allocation problem is present in order to solve it
in a principled manner. Being able to identify different classes of MRTA problems and understanding how various formal
methodologies, some of which are previously well-studied in other fields, may be applied to their solution is fundamental
to building more principled and effective MRTA systems.
B. Analysis of MRTA Approaches
Presumably because it is the simplest case of MRTA, the ST-SR-IA problem has received the most attention from the
research community. Having developed a formal framework in which to study this MRTA problem, we can now apply it
to an analysis of some of the key task allocation architectures from the literature. In this section, a summary of a more
extensive analysis of six approaches to the ST-SR-IA problem are analyzed, focusing on computation and communication
requirements and solution quality. Gerkey and Matarić [19] provide the full analysis.
Computational requirements, or running time, are determined in the usual way, as the number of times that some
dominant operation is repeated. For the MRTA domain that operation is usually either a calculation or comparison of
utility, and running time is stated as a function of m and n, the number of robots and tasks, respectively. Communication
requirements are determined as the total number of inter-robot messages sent over the network. Solution quality is
reported as a competitive factor, which bounds an algorithm’s performance as a function of the optimal solution. for a
maximization problem, an algorithm is called α-competitive if, for any input, it finds a solution whose total utility is
never less than 1/α of the optimal utility.
Tables I and II summarize the results for the iterated assignment architectures and online assignment architectures,
respectively. Perhaps the most significant trend in these results is how similar the architectures look when examined in this
manner. For example, the iterated architectures listed in Table I, which assign all available tasks simultaneously, exhibit
almost identical algorithmic characteristics. Only the ALLIANCE architecture [37] shows any difference; in this case the
decrease in communication overheard is achieved by having each robot internally model the fitness of the others, thereby
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Fig. 2.

A formal MRS controller design methodology multi-robot systems.

effectively distributing the utility calculations. More striking are the results in Table II, which lists architectures that
assign tasks in a sequential manner. With respect to computational and communication requirements, these architectures
are identical.
These results are particularly interesting because they suggest that there is some common methodology underlying
many existing approaches to MRTA. This trend is difficult or impossible to discern from reading the technical papers
describing the work, as each architecture is described in different terms, and validated in a different task domain. However,
with the analysis described here, fundamental similarities of the various architectures become obvious. These similarities
are encouraging because they suggest that, regardless of the details of the robots or tasks in use, the various authors are all
studying a common, fundamental problem in autonomous coordination. As a corollary, there is now a formal grounding
for the belief that these ad hoc architectures may have properties that allow them to be generalized and applied widely.
III. F ORMAL MRS C ONTROLLER D ESIGN M ETHODOLOGY
In this section we present a high-level overview of our work on the development of a principled controller design
methodology for distributed homogeneous MRS performing sequential tasks. This methodology is composed of a formal
foundation upon which a suite of automatic and systematic MRS synthesis and analysis methods operate to produce and
optimize task-directed MRS. Figure 2 diagrams the structure of this controller design methodology. Inputs to the system
are formal definitions for the world, task, and robots sans controller. The output of the system is a complete task-directed
MRS design, including robot controllers, accompanied by a predictive formal analysis of task performance.
Typically, robot controllers are synthesized by hand, relying on expert knowledge of the designer and an intimate
understanding of how the robots will interact with each other and with the world during task execution. Our approach is
novel in that it represents a systematic and automated method for MRS controller synthesis. The designer’s responsibility
is to define the task domain using a provided formal framework. The information required to do so is inherently required
to hand-design a system as well, so provides few challenges.
A. Related Controller Design Methodologies
Other notable work is motivated by the same desire to develop a systematic methodology to design MRS. For
example, Donald [11] presented information invariants, which is aimed at defining the information requirements of
a given task and ways in which those requirements can be satisfied in a specific robot design. This work put the
design of MRS on a formal footing and began to identify how various robot sensors, actuators, and control strategies
could be used to satisfy task requirements and how they are related through systematic reductions. The concept of
information invariants was experimentally studied in a distributed manipulation task domain [10]. Also, Klavins [30]
presented an interpreter called the Computation and Control Language interpreter that implements a robotics modeling
and programming software tool called the Computation and Control Language (CCL). The CCL formalism was used
to study the scalability of algorithms for multi-robot control, in particular the communication complexity of a variety
of communication schemes [29]. Furthermore, there exist alternative approaches and methodologies to the design and
optimization of MRS controllers such as evolutionary [15] and learning methods [34, 37] and a number of MRS design
environments, control architectures, and programming languages which assist in the design of task-directed coordinated
MRS [35, 2, 1, 20].
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A distinguishing factor of our work over previous related work is that our controller design methodology is formally
grounded and consists of an integrated suite of MRS synthesis and analysis methods capable of systematically and
automatically constructing MRS that make use of a variety of coordination mechanisms.
B. Formal Controller Design Methodology
The methodology is based on a MRS formalism that provides a principled framework for formally defining and
reasoning about concepts relevant to MRS – the world, task definition, and capabilities of the robots themselves, including
action selection, sensing, maintenance of local and persistent internal state, and broadcast inter-robot communication.
Based on this formalism, the methodology utilizes an integrated set of MRS synthesis and analysis methods.
Our formal methodology includes a suite of systematic MRS synthesis methods that use the MRS formalism in a
prescriptive manner. Synthesis is the process of constructing a specific instance of a MRS which meets design requirements
such as achieving the desired level of task performance while meeting constraints imposed by limited robot capabilities.
The synthesis methods take as input the formal definitions of the world, task, and robots sans controller and they output a
robot controller. Since we focus on homogeneous MRS, our approach is to synthesize an individual robot controller, such
that when every robot in the MRS executes the controller, system-level task-directed coordination is achieved. Using the
MRS formalism, the synthesis methods automatically produce a complete robot controller through a unique systematic
logic-induced procedure. Each of these methods is independent and produces a coordinated MRS through the use of a
unique set of coordination mechanisms, including through the use of internal state [26], inter-robot communication [27],
and/or deterministic and probabilistic action selection. The suite of automated synthesis methods allows for a more
efficient and broader sampling of the design space. This increases the likelihood that a design will be found that meets
the constraints imposed by the task, robot capabilities, and desired performance characteristics.
Complimentary to the synthesis methods, the methodology incorporates two MRS modeling approaches that use the
MRS formalism in a descriptive manner. The design of an effective task-directed MRS is often difficult because there is
not an accurate understanding of the relationship between different design options and resulting task performance. In the
common trial-and-error design process, the designer will construct a MRS and then try it out in either a simulation or on
actual robots. Either way, this process is resource-intensive as it requires much effort and time to evaluate many possible
designs. Ideally, the designer should be equipped with an analytical tool for the analysis of a potential MRS design. Such
a tool would allow for quick and efficient evaluation of different design options and likely result in more effective MRS
designs as the design can more effectively be optimized with respect to some desired performance metric. To address
this issue, our design methodology includes both macroscopic [28] and microscopic MRS modeling approaches that are
capable of quantitatively predicting the probability a MRS will correctly execute a given sequential task.
Together, the synthesis and analysis methods provide more than just pragmatic design tools. A defining feature of
this design methodology is the integrated nature of the controller synthesis and analysis methods. The fact that they are
integrated allows for the capability to automatically and iteratively synthesize and analyze a large set of possible designs,
thereby resulting in more optimal solutions and an improved understanding of the space of possible designs.
Furthermore, based on their common formal foundations and integrated nature, the synthesis and analysis methods provide a platform from which to formally characterize some relationships and dependencies among MRS task requirements,
individual robot control and capabilities, and resulting task performance. Given the formal grounding of the methodology,
it also provides a means to systematically determine limitations of different types of coordination mechanisms, to
understand the inherent relationships between different mechanisms, to contribute methods to systematically reduce
one mechanism type another, and to provide insight into the general requirements necessary for achieving different forms
of coordination. It allows for the ability to formally answer fundamental questions such as: ‘In what conditions is it
necessary for the robots to be able to communicate?’, ‘In what conditions is communication alone insufficient?’, and
‘When are the use of internal state and communication interchangeable?’.
This principled approach to MRS controller design has been demonstrated in a sequentially-constrained multi-robot
construction task domain [26, 28, 27]. Controllers for a number of different construction tasks were synthesized and
demonstrated in extensive simulation trails and in a limited number of real-robot trials. We are currently undertaking
more extensive validation of the design methodology in more complex task domains and forming some formal conclusions
on the uses and limitations of the different coordination mechanisms in the construction task domain.
IV. F ORMAL A PPROACH

TO

L ARGE -S CALE MRS

There are numerous challenges to be overcome before robotic systems with large numbers of robots (e.g. numbers
exceeding 1000) are actively deployed. The manufacture and maintenance of this many robots is a technical problem,
requiring that individual units be physically robust beyond the level commonly seen today. Questions regarding the
tractable simulation of these sorts of systems mean that even simulated results of this sort are rarely seen. There are
also major scientific considerations, perhaps the most obvious being the question of exactly which tasks such a system
is best suited for. In the case of conventional multi-robot teams (with numbers on the order of ten or so) the class of
tasks for which a given team is best suited is not properly understood; far less is known for groups of greater size. Large
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groups mean that various natural intuitions and ideas about the nature of cooperation, teamwork, and synergy become
malformed. One expectation is that a better understanding of the defining characteristics can be found for these notions
through the study of Large Scale MRS (LS-MRS).
Exactly how to go about programming such systems in order to achieve goal directed behavior remains an open
question. Just as the growth of MRS from single robots raised new issues and questioned old assumptions, so too does
the evolution to LS-MRS reexamine existing MRS coordination methodologies. Expectations about reasonable classes of
communications, justifiable protocols, acceptable timeouts, and various other assumptions about the general behavior of
the system may prove to be invalid for LS-MRS. A large scale system may have robots attempting to communicate with
others whose distance is very much larger than the communication and sensing range of the individual; mechanisms that
are assumed to be axiomatic in some MRS (like global broadcast) may well be difficult to achieve efficiently, or at all,
in LS-MRS.
A. Current Approaches
Either the current limitations in understanding of LS-MRS, or perhaps the inspiration of nature’s examples of many-body
societies in insects, mean that minimalist approaches are often judged as the most applicable for large numbers. Simple
agents may be sufficient if complex collective capabilities of the group can arise through sheer numbers and synergy. This
minimalism means that implicit coordination mechanisms are considered as most appropriate. As already described in
Section I-A, implicit coordination presents challenges for formal analysis, including considerations of physical dynamics,
the necessity of multiple levels of detail in models, emergent dynamics, etc. It is hoped that LS-MRS will simplify the
analysis dilemma through two ways. The first is through the simplicity of the agents themselves. As numbers increase
the level of competency expected of each agent generally decreases and simpler agents are more amenable to analytical
approaches. The second is the anticipation that statistical methods for predicting group behavior become more applicable.
Examples are approaches of Lerman and Galstyan [32] and Sato and Crutchfield [41] where mean behavior of simple
agents is modeled; instantaneous fluctuations from the mean behavior can decrease in statistical likelihood as numbers
are increased. Thus mean behavior predictions are more compelling for more robots.
Simply considering the mean characteristics of an arbitrary interacting system is unlikely to result in anything directly
applicable to LS-MRS – simply large numbers alone is insufficient. For example, in chaotic systems small aberrant
behavior may be amplified to the point of global consequences. Any analysis that must consider arbitrarily small behavioral
changes in all agents in order to construct the global picture is unlikely to be useful for physical robots wherein influential
local behavioral dynamics may be affected by uncertainty, noise, real world constraints, and other factors.
We hypothesize that as the number of degrees-of-freedom in the system increases with the addition of agents, those
coordination mechanisms that have the least behavioral constraining assumptions are most robust. Essentially those
coordination approaches that couple robot interactions as loosely as possible are favored as they are likely to scale better.
Klavins [29] describes a similar notion with the words “the less coordination... the better it should scale.” Reducing
inter-robot couplings makes otherwise nonlinear behavior more and more linear (and predictable), while reducing the
repertoire of behavior (and hence applicable tasks). This highlights a related trade-off between the robustness and system
responsiveness. The hardware, controllers and communication methodologies are intended to be robust with respect to
noise and various other ‘inappropriate’ sensing and actuation variations. At the same time the system must be sensitive
to control signals useful for task achievement. In an implicitly coordinated system, where there may be little or no
semantic separation between task achieving and communication acts, these two requirements on the interaction dynamics
are constraints in opposite directions.
B. Ergodic by Design
We propose a methodology that recognizes the importance of dynamics, while dealing with a class of systems which
we believe are feasible for physical robots. The essential property of our approach is the focus on LS-MRS defined in
order to achieve global equilibrium states with interaction properties that are achievable in the presence of noise. Our
focus is on the multi-agent systems exhibiting dynamics of the class known as ergodic. This can be best understood in
terms of the behavioral configuration space of the robots, which consists of a dimension for each variable of interest for
every robot (e.g. position of the robot, internal state variable, etc). Constraints on the range and values of variables are
reflected as bounds on each of respective the dimensions. At any point in time the behavior of the entire global system
can be represented by a point in this space, and a time evolution of the LS-MRS is represented by a trajectory in this
many dimensional space. The requirement of ergodicity translates into the requirement that all reachable parts of the
configuration space are visited given sufficient time, and thus that time-average behavior (after much time) equals spaceaverage behavior.
Focusing on ergodic dynamics is attractive because it makes prediction of macroscopic behavior feasible: only the
space in which the dynamics evolve, rather than the full time-evolution, need be considered. For example the addition
of a suitable (global) behavioral constraint can result in an ergodic dynamics that operates on only a subset of the
configuration space. Studying that subset’s topology gives important insights into the (equilibrated) system behavior.
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Methods for discovering this topology rely on the simulation of “pseudo-dynamics” as performed, for example, by
the famous Metropolis algorithm [36]. The stochasticity of probabilistic controllers (and real world noise) aid in the
achievement of ergodicity. Also, Erdmann [14] showed that these effects may increase the class of tasks that may be
executed by the system. In spite of the occurrence of natural large scale behavior that is not ergodic (e.g. Helbing [22]),
it is an easily achievable design criterion for artificially synthesized systems. In a sense, we are considering systems with
uninteresting dynamics, recognizing that many systems with far more interesting behavior can be amended to this basic
case.
C. Macroscopic Phenomena
This far the discussion of ergodicity has described how it is a restricted dynamics which reduces the space of achievable
collective behavior. There are numerous interesting macroscopic structures that can be used in order to achieve particular
tasks. Several models of natural systems studied in physics are ergodic and display a range of interesting and well
understood macroscopic behavior[44]. Most examples are of extraordinarily large systems and mathematical methods
consider behavior in the infinite limit. Such systems exhibit global structure in terms of equilibrium phases, phase
transitions, coexistence lines and critical points. These ideas are well developed mathematically and part of a nomenclature
that deals with macroscopic phenomena. Gross [21] describes the recent (and ongoing) development of ideas intended to
deal with smaller numbers without taking the system size limit and particularly topological mechanisms for understanding
notions of phase transitions in finite systems. Other mechanisms for understanding hysteresis and transient behavior do
exist, but again are generally only considered for infinite systems.
The further question of how exactly to leverage a small set of mechanisms for producing general macroscopic
phenomena remains open. We are pursuing an approach similar in a number of ways to the basis behavior [34] ideas for
typical MRS. A set of algorithms, each independently known to produce stable equilibrium behavior, can be combined
through sequencing, concurrent execution, and various other operations. Examples of mechanisms anticipated as useful
“basis behaviors” include local sensing mechanisms for division of labor (e.g. Jones and Matarić [25]), and current ongoing
work using a system roughly modeled by the Potts Model [38] for reaching consensus through induced phase-transition
like behavior.
This currently ongoing work is investigating the limits of ergodic dynamics as a mechanism for synthesis of LS-MRS
that are capable of performing useful task directed behavior. We aim to better understand the limits of this mechanism
before considering the need for more general non-equilibrium systems and complex dynamics.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented an overview of our ongoing work on three principled multi-robot system (MRS) design methodologies. Each of these methodologies is directed toward the design of a different class of coordinated MRS, from
explicitly coordinated MRS permitted through a formal approach to the study of multi-robot task allocation (MRTA),
to a principled controller design methodology focusing on homogeneous MRS achieving coordination through a variety
of coordination mechanisms, to a formal approach to the study of large-scale MRS. Through the development of such
formal methodologies, we aim to place the design of MRS on a more formal footing and place the design process closer
to the realm of a science instead of an art.
Many questions remain unanswered and much research is needed to formalize the design of MRS. For example, each
of these design methodologies may be able to make some principled statements on the relationships of different design
options within their local sphere of the design space. However, there is still very little understanding of the relationships
between design options in very different areas of the design space. This leaves much fertile ground for the ongoing effort
to formalize coordinated MRS.
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